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Introduction: Lost in Havana 
I had gone to Cuba to learn to play bata. I had twelve days left in Havana, and I 
had already gone through six male teachers. Tired, lonely, and frustrated, I walked across 
town at nighttime to ask my only friend, Marieta, a modem dancer, to eat ice cream with 
me at the Coppelia ice cream palace. When I got to her house, she told me she couldn't 
go out-she was tired from dancing for twelve hours, in preparation for a trip to 
Venezuela to perform at Fidel Castro's 78th birthday party. I was ready to cry. We sat in 
her living room with her mom and grandmother, drinking refresca (fruit punch), the TV 
tuned in to a telenovella (soap opera) on one of Cuba's two TV channels. 
"Why don 't you just study with women?" Marieta' s mom asked. She knew about 
the problems I was having. 
I didn't think there were any women who taught bata. 
"Actually, I have a friend who's a girl our age that plays bata," Marieta told me. 
"She went to dance school with me. Her name is Saskia. I don't know where she lives, 
or where she practices. I can't remember her last name, or her phone number. But the 
name of the group is Obini Bata." I couldn't believe it. Marieta wrote down the name of 
the group and spelled Saskia's name. "Groupo Femenino," it said on the slip of paper. 
The next day I went to my cha-cha-cha teacher's house. I asked him if he knew 
about this group, Obini Bata. "Of course!" he said. ''The director, Eva Despaigne--she 
and I went to elementary school together!" He pulled out a business card: Eva 
Despaigne, Groupo Femenino de Percusion y Danza. ''Tell her that you're my student," 
he said. ''Tell her you're an alumni of Jorge Machado, director of Orquestra America. 
I'm sure that she'll help you." I walked across town, to the southern part of Old Havana, 
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walking through twisty skinny streets full of kids playing baseball and old men chatting 
in the stoops, playing chess. I came to the house and knocked on the door. A little man 
opened it. When I asked for Eva Despaigne, he smiled and invited me in. An elegant 
woman was sitting in front of the TV, eating lunch. "Hello!" I said. "I'm a student of 
Jorge Machado and I need to learn to play bata," I explained. She asked me if I had 
money, I said yes, and she told me to meet the group at rehearsal the next day. 
The following morning, I found the rehearsal space, off a street full of sunflowers 
and mariposas (butterfly-shaped flowers) for sale. The room was huge and the drums 
were piled in a big black duffel bag in the comer. Saskia put the bag of drums in a 
bicitaxi (human-powered tricycle taxi) to take them back to Eva's house. Adonay, the 
other girl in the rehearsal space, immediately started explaining everything to me in 
rapid-fire Cuban Spanish. "We're a groupo femenino because we're girls and we want to 
do everything in the most feminine way possible, on purpose, and play as women, not as 
women trying to be men." 
High Heels and Fake Eyelashes 
My last ten days in Cuba I took lessons with three of the members of Obini 
Bata-Saskia Tunez, Eva Despaigne, and Adonay D'Harmas. In the morning we had 
three-hour-long drum lessons. Two of them would play two of the three bata drums, and 
whoever wasn' t playing would sing the rhythm I was learning for the drum I was playing, 
or tap it out on my shoulders until I got it and we switched to the next drum. They were 
encouraging, patient teachers, and their love for this music propelled me through the 
lessons. Learning the music 's powerful interlocking rhythms left me mentally exhausted. 
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However, unlike my previous teachers, the members of Obini worked with me to develop 
my technique so my palms wouldn't bruise when I played. In the afternoon, I went to 
their houses, met their families, ate fishheads and fried plantains, and conducted 
interviews. At night I filmed their performances, when they played bata in high heels, 
short skirts, and fake eyelashes. 
In the process, I learned that Obinf Bata was the first group of women in Cuba, 
and in the world, to learn to play the bata drums. These women told me the story of how 
the first generation of Obini had struggled to make it possible for women to learn to play 
bata drums. They believe that though women are not as strong as men, they can, by 
refining their technique, make the same sound that men do, with less force. They 
explained that they wear fake eyelashes and high heels to emphasize their femininity; 
they perform as women, not as women acting like men. I also learned that they have 
traveled to Germany, Italy, Spain, and Martinique, representing Cuba at international 
folklore festivals and recording with Cuba's best folklore artists. They told me about 
their struggles in the past and their dreams for the future. They explained to me how, 
despite the religious injunctions that forbid women to touch the sacred bata drums and the 
fact that all religious drummers are initiated into a hierarchical all-male fraternity that 
women are not allowed to join, the women had carved out a place for themselves as 
professional folkloric performers, playing in secular contexts on non-sacred instruments. 
In the economic chaos following the collapse of the Soviet Union that came to be known 
as Cuba's Special Period, Obinf Bata, in ten years, acquired the musical expertise and 
consequent economic power to determine their own destiny as independent artists. 
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In the little time I had left to spend with the women of Obini Bata in Cuba, I tried 
to capture their songs and stories on video. I have made a film that tells their story, 
celebrating Obini Bata's music and accomplishments. 
Since returning from Cuba, I have also scoured the available academic literature, 
trying to find out why women were forbidden to play the bata drums in the first place. In 
this paper, I contextualize my experience as a girl learning to play bata in Cuba, as well 
as the story of Obini Bata as a group. I explore the history of bata drumming, how the 
bata drums are used in Santeria to communicate with the orishas, or deities, how this 
communicative potential is viewed in terms of gendered energies, and the way the all-
male drummers' fraternity controls these energies. I also examine how folkloricization 
has opened up new space for women to learn bata drumming in a secular context, and the 
implications of Santeria cosmology for women who aspire to drum in religious situations. 
I analyze the existing academic literature on the subject of women playing bata and relate 
Obini Bata's stories to that dialectic in order to put my experience, and their struggles, in 
perspective. 
Background: Where Bata came from 
Cuba is a country of great musical diversity, where West African drumming and 
chant, Spanish flamenco , European classical music and American jazz have intermingled 
and influenced an immense variety of performance practices. Central to Cuba's musical 
lexicon are the rhythms and chants of the bata drum, one of Cuba's oldest religious and 
musical traditions, which originally came from Africa with Y oruba slaves. The sounds of 
the bata drum provide indispensable music for the liturgy of Santeria, a religious practice 
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which hid Y oruba religion behind the faces of the Catholic saints in order to appease their 
colonial Spanish overlords. In addition, musicologists believe that the bata rhythms and 
chants form the basis for all types of Cuban secular music. Eva Despaigne, director of 
Obinf Bata, told me that "this is where everything else comes from," meaning that bata 
drumming and the Y oruba songs that go with the bata rhythms are the source of all the 
other dance forms-son, cha-cha-cha, danz6n, guaguanco, son montuono, canci6n, 
mambo, guajira, and bolero (Interview). 
Y oruba Civilization 
The bata is a family of three sacred, double-headed drums, estimated to be 
between 500 and 800 years old, from the Yoruba culture in present-day Nigeria and 
Dahomey. The largest, or "mother," drum is called "Iya;" the medium-sized drum is 
called "Itotele;" and the smallest drum is called "Okonkolo." These sacred objects were 
brought to Cuba when an estimated 275,000 Yorubas landed there during the latter part 
of the slave trade period, out of approximately 1.3 million slaves brought to the island. 
Though the Y oruba were not the largest African ethnic group to be brought to Cuba, their 
religious practices were the most influential and widespread, since the Y oruba religion 
was well-organized. A high proportion of Y oruba artisans, once enslaved, were sent to 
cities where they could maintain contact with other Y orubas and continue to practice 
their religion. Since they were among the last slave groups to arrive in Cuba, many of 
their religious practices survive to this day. 
Canizares points out that the roots of Santeria religion go back almost 40,000 
years to the Nile Valley, among a people called the Twa, who "conceived of God in a 
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way that became the basis of many African religions" (Canizares 2). Over time, the Twa 
broke into four major groups that traveled away from the Nile Valley, and one of the 
groups, which came to be known as the Yoruba, traveled West to what is now known as 
Nigeria. Yoruba civilization itself can be traced at least a thousand years "to the 
founding oflle-lfe, holy city of the Yoruba and center oftheir empire" (Canizares 2). 
The Yoruba believe that this city is the "cradle of creation" (Canizares 3), and that they 
are descended from goddesses and gods that came to the city from heaven to inhabit this 
ancient spiritual capital (Abimbola in Friedman 57, Thompson xv). "Like ancient Greece, 
Y orubaland consisted of self-sufficient city-states characterized by poetic and aesthetic 
richness"; later, this artistic force astounded the West (Thompson 4-5). The 
sophistication of Y oruba urbanism, which dates to the Middle Ages, astonished visitors 
such as R. H. Stone, an American missionary who visited the Yoruba city of Abeokuta in 
the middle of the nineteenth century: 
What I saw disabused my mind of many errors in regard to . . . Africa. The city 
extends along the bank of the Ogun for nearly six miles and has a population of 
approximately 200,000 ... instead of being lazy, naked savages, living on the 
spontaneous production of the earth, they were dressed and were 
industrious ... [providing] everything that their physical comfort required. The 
men are builders, blacksmiths, iron-smelters, carpenters, calabash-carvers, 
weavers, basket-makers, hat-makers, mat-makers, traders, barbers, tanners, 
tailors, farmers , and workers in leather and morocco .. . they make razors, swords, 
knives, hoes, bill-hooks, axes, arrow-heads, stirrups .. . women ... most diligently 
follow the pursuits which custom has allotted to them. They spin, weave, trade, 
cook, and dye cotton fabrics. They also make soap, dyes, palm oil, nut-oil, all the 
native earthenware, and many other things used in the country. (Thompson 3) 
Thompson believes that Y oru ba civilization's artfulness is a source of their 
cultural strength and resilience: "sheer artlessness may bring a culture down, but a 
civilization like that of the Yoruba, and the Yoruba-Americans, pulsing with ceaseless 
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creativity richly stabilized by precision and control, will safeguard the passage of its 
people through the storms of time" (Thompson 94). The Yoruba, among other African 
civilizations such as the Bakongo, Fon, and Mande, were not only impressive "for their 
urban density, refinement, and complexity, but were empowered with an inner 
momentum of conviction and poise that sent them spiraling out into the world, 
overcoming accidents of class, status, and political oppression" (Thompson xiv). 
Many hardships would befall the Y oruba people following the collapse in 1796 of 
the old empire of the Oyo Y oruba, which had been a "restraining hand" central in 
maintaining the stability of the region (Thompson 17). Consequently, the political order 
destabilized, so in the early 1800s, now-vulnerable groups in western and northwestern 
Yorubaland were harassed and invaded by slave-hunting Dahomean warriors, Muslim 
Fulani horsemen, and even other Yoruba (Thompson 17, Canizares 3). In this context of 
civil war and internally displaced refugees, the Y oruba culture was beset by the Atlantic 
slave trade, and hundreds of thousands of Y orubas found themselves in chains, "many 
losing their lives and being shipped to the New World as slaves in the infamous Middle 
Passage" (Thompson 16-17, Canizares 3). With time, the order and art oflfe "became an 
abstract, almost subliminal memory" (Canizares 3). 
Keys to the Divine 
The Y oruba preserved much of their religious power in song: "drumming and 
singing required just three components-a voice, two hands, and a hard surface-yet this 
deceptively simple trio of components harbored enormous spiritual power" (Canizares 3-
4). This combination was also extremely portable. At the same time that Spanish 
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guitarists played ballads to calm terrified sailors as they crossed the Atlantic on imperial 
European expeditions, slave ship crews asked enslaved Y aruba drummers to come above 
deck and play rhythms to Y emaya, the goddess of the ocean, to pacify the tumultuous sea 
(Dratch). Because the rhythms both represent and embody (or are synonymous with) the 
orishas, "the orishas [Yoruba deities] were able to cross the waters from Africa in the 
songs of their devotees" (Cornelius 102, Canizares 68). "Slavemasters deprived their 
victims of nearly everything, but they could not take from the Lucurni-as the Y aruba 
people who were brought to Cuba are known-the keys they possessed to gain access to 
the divine. These keys were held in the melodies produced in their throats and in the 
complex rhythms of their hands" (Canizares 68). The songs and rhythms were among the 
means the Yoruba took with them to the New World "for comprehending, and ultimately 
transcending, the powers that periodically threaten[ed] to dissolve them" (Thompson 16). 
Most of the Africans captured and sold into slavery came from the region of West 
Africa stretching from Guinea to Angola, and one of the practices that their polytheistic 
religious traditions shared was the "evocation of deities through the performance of 
specific praise songs, drum rhythms, and gestures" (Hagedorn 76). In Cuba, displaced 
Africans "pieced together, readapted, and added to local traditions from home to fit a 
brutal new context" (Sayre 13). Among the displaced Yoruba, "a remarkable fusion of 
orisha, long separated by civil war and intra-Yoruba migration, took place in the New 
World" (Thompson 17). While in Yoruba territory there are thousands of orishas, "only 
the most widely worshipped and important survived the vicissitudes of the Atlantic 
Trade" (Thompson xv). "As people from different regions pooled their resources and 
memories to create a partly old, partly new spirituality that could address everyday 
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problems in a familiar manner," (Sayre 13) distant or completely unrelated spiritual 
forces came to be seen as blood-related, all members of one family (Canizares 56). 
Canizares, a Cuban Santeria priest who emigrated to the U.S., observes that "this 
imposition of family ties on oris has who in Africa were very distant, in some cases 
totally independent of one another," reflects the fact that "the different Yoruba-speaking 
peoples who were brought forcibly to Cuba" and who united as a 'nation' in Cuba under 
a single name, Lucurni, "included people from different areas who in Africa had been 
distinct groups, even enemies" (Canizares 56). In Cuba, "all these different Y aruba-
speaking people began to see themselves as a single nation, their varied cults as a single 
religion, and their deities as part of one pantheon." United, they could resist their 
common oppressor (Canizares 56). 
This resistance led to major musical innovations. In Nigeria, different, individual 
orishas have their own individual drums (Cornelius 104), but in Cuba, drums from the 
Oyo (Nigeria) area that had been used only to salute and summon Shang6, the orisha of 
thunder and the Egun or ancestral spirits "were redirected ... to speak praises to an entire 
pantheon of forces," and "came to be the most prominent instruments for addressing all 
the orishas plus the Egun on a high ceremonial level" (Sayre 13, Altmann 291). 
Canizares writes that in Cuba, "Santeria drumming is almost entirely based on 
Yoruba patterns," and it can be argued that contemporary Cuban performance practice 
reflects and preserves earlier Y oruba musical developments, like an insect preserved in 
amber. As the Yoruba carried the bata rhythms across the Atlantic to Cuba, both 
innovation and preservation were central to the rhythms' survival. Major innovations 
took place in instrumentation, as the baHi, previously used only to worship and 
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communicate with Shang6, came to be used to speak with all of the orishas. Similar 
changes took place in the ways the rhythms themselves were used, as certain toques 
[rhythms] were developed or borrowed from other contexts to speak not just to one orisha 
specifically, but to any orisha. At the same time, the rhythmic core which allowed 
drummers to communicate with the orishas in Y orubaland was preserved in Cuba. 
Canizares observes that "Santeria has preserved ritual African music with remarkable 
fidelity," and "no musical activity in Santeria is devoid of the Y oruba world view" 
(Canizares 69). At the same time, the music is sustained by, and demands, constant 
change and improvisatory innovation. 
Santeria Forms 
Over time, a broad group of religious and spiritual practices, known as Santeria, 
developed out of Y oruba religious practice. In this new context, Cuban Y oruba were 
called Lucurni, "probably after an ancient Yoruba phrase meaning 'my friend' (oluku 
mi)" (Thompson 17). Exposed to the saints of the Catholic church, New World Yoruba 
"worked out a series of parallelisms linking Christian figures and powers to the forces of 
their ancient deities" (Thompson 17). Ostensibly operating "by the religious proprieties 
of the Catholics who surrounded them, [New World Yoruba] covertly practiced a system 
of thought that was a creative reorganization of their own traditional religion" (Thompson 
18). While many refer to Cuban Santeria as a syncretic fusion of Yoruba and Catholic 
religious practice, Canizares argues that this outward "syncretization" was, in fact, a 
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deliberate dissimulation that continues to this day. While to an outsider or neophyte the 
orishas and their corresponding Catholic saints may seem interchangeable, the further 
one progresses up the hierarchy of Santeria, the more Yoruba beliefs are emphasized 
while the outer veneer of Catholic beliefs peels away like so many layers of an onion. 
Under the auspices of the Catholic church, ethnic groups organized mutual aid 
societies called cabildos de naci6n, which allowed them to continue to maintain their 
religious traditions and celebrations where drumming was centrally important. In Cuba, 
the cabildos date back to the mid-1500s (Hagedorn 187), and ultimately this tradition of 
black religious organizations dates back to fourteenth century Spanish Seville (Friedman 
46). In the slave systems of northern Christian Spain, blacks "were treated as coequal to 
other non-Christian people" and had the "same obligations, duties, and rights" as other 
slaves. In Cuba, the general attitude of the church was not one of "oppressive force or 
uncompromising authority"-instead, the clergy believed that they could use traditional 
customs to bring blacks into the church (Friedman 46-47). But in the late 1800s, the 
cabildos, or mutual aid societies, came to be seen by assirnilationist Cuban whites as 
"regressive and divisive entities," and a series of laws passed in 1882, 1884, and 1888 
curtailed and ultimately banned the cabildos' religious activities (Hagedorn 187). 
Consequently, religious expression was "forced to retreat from more public expressions 
and became centered in private homes" (Sayre 13). 
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Now, Santeria is the most widespread religion practiced in Cuba. In comparison 
with approximately 250 Roman Catholic priests, there are 4,000 babalawos, or Santeria 
priests, in Cuba. Bata drums and bata drummers are integrally important to Cuba's most 
widespread religion. 
The Orishas 
Santeria involves belief in one creator God as well as a number of oris has that 
manifest and control forces of nature (such as lightning) or principles (such as war or 
love). In Y oruba cosmology, the distant, ultimate totality of the creator god is 
incomprehensible to human beings. But the orisha, who make up the totality that is the 
creator God, act as intermediaries, allowing human beings to communicate with ultimate 
reality. "Multifaceted and highly complex in nature," the orisha "are believed to predate 
man and the world" (Friedman 57). They do not simply rule over the natural elements--
they also are the elements (Friedman 57). The concept of orishas can be translated as 
"god" or "saint"; Altmann describes them as "an energetic principle" (Altmann 6). 
Orisha are forces of nature or emotional states; they have personalities and "own" 
different colors and natural phenomena. Thompson describes art depicting the orishas as 
"a metaphoric capture of the moral potentiality inherent in certain powers of the natural 
world-thunder, oceans, herbs, and stones" (Thompson 93) . Altmann writes, "if you are 
aware of the different natural forces, chances are, that one day they might work for you, 
once you have learnt how to deal with them." (Altmann 6). 
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How Bata Call the Orishas 
The orishas "relish the communicative power afforded to them through music and 
dance," though they also communicate with humans via "divination, prayers, and 
dreams" (Hagedorn 76). Each orisha " 'owns certain melodic gestures, rhythms, dance 
movements, praise songs, as well as specific colors, numbers, animals, food, and natural 
phenomena. They respond readily to songs and dances that incorporate these associative 
representations" (Hagedorn 76). With these songs, dances, and rhythms, santeros, or 
worshippers, praise the orishas. When praise is ineffective in bringing the orishas down 
to the ceremony, santeros insult the orishas so they will come down to earth and "soothe 
those who are grieving, heal those who are sick, rebuke those who have acted unwisely, 
[and] bless those who appear to be deserving" (Hagedorn 76). 
Orishas come down to earth by possessing the body of a creyente or believer; 
"singing, calling out praise names, ringing a bell, playing the drums" are all religious 
technologies to facilitate and ritually control possession. "All these sounds assault the 
body . .. pushing the creyente over the edge of consciousness and control, into a vehicle 
driven by the orishas" (Hagedorn 133). Each creyente belongs to a particular orisha, and 
"within the cosmology of Santeria, everyone is 'born' to a particular orisha, which means 
that everyone has access to the privileges and responsibilities of orisha worship, whether 
or not we chose to actualize the potential of that divine relationship." The orisha you are 
born to is known as your "head" orisha, and this relationship "is confirmed through 
divination and consecrated during a seven-day process known as 'making santo"' or 
"making saint" (Hagedorn 81). 
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The bata drums are central to this process; they summon the orishas to dance with 
their human children, playing rhythms that both represent and are synonymous with the 
orisha (Cornelius). Sacred bata drumming is all about communicating; as one santero 
describes it, "the bata rhythms and songs are like a telephone and all the wires. The 
drummers and singers are like operators. They have to connect all the right wires so they 
can talk to the orisha and direct them to the toque" or religious drum ceremony 
(Friedman 184). Musical sound is a doorway, and along with sacred dance and sacred 
poetry, santeros believe that by properly "handling ... organized sound, they may 
effectively bridge the gap between the physical and spiritual worlds" (Cornelius vi, vii, 
10). 
While there are a group of drum rhythms that are "universally used for all of the 
orishas to dance and party" (Altmann 2), each orisha also has specific songs, dances, and 
rhythms which are used to salute and summon them. These songs and rhythms allow the 
santeros to come face to face with the orishas. In ceremonies, an akpw6n, or song leader 
versed in this sacred liturgy, leads the community as they praise and taunt the orishas 
until they come and join the ceremony by possessing the body of a devotee. My teacher 
Saskia explained to me, "we talk to the orishas by singing and drumming, and they talk 
back to us by dancing" when they possess the body of a devotee (Interview). 
By possessing the body of a santero and overtaking his or her individual 
consciousness, the orishas communicate directly with the community that has gathered to 
honor them. "Ritual contact with divinity underscores the religious aspiration of the 
Yoruba. To become possessed by the spirit of a Yoruba deity, which is a formal goal of 
the religion, is to 'make the god,' to capture numinous force flowing within one's body" 
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(Thompson 9). Orishas come to deliver messages, lead the singing, dance a solo dance, 
or "request [that] one of their favorite songs or rhythms be performed in their honor" 
(Friedman 194). 
While individual ideas concerning musical ritual, efficacy and aesthetics vary 
widely from community to community, everywhere, "music is acknowledged and 
manipulated as a source and focus of power" (Cornelius 10). Music is both "a religious 
symbol, magical catalyst or transformer, practical knowledge, and social integrator" 
(Cornelius 10). "Correct performance unlocks the doors to the sacred," but if the 
ceremony is not done properly, the orishas will not participate (Cornelius 103-104). 
Thomas Altmann points out that though Santeria possession is an institutionalized 
religious practice, "it is regarded as a psychotic phenomenon" in our cultural 
environment (Altmann 6). Goodman notes that "for centuries ... religious practitioners 
that were observed when going into trance have been classed in Western literature ... as 
mentally ill" (Goodman 5). But in many other cultures, trance is a normative practice, a 
sacred skill that all adults are expected to be able to learn. For example, a five-year long 
study begun in 1963, run by Erika Bourguignon at Ohio State University, used the 
Human Relations Area File to enumerate occurrences of religious altered states of 
consciousness, or trance, in small non-Western societies documented in ethnographies. 
In just one sample of 488 societies, 90 percent of them--437-"had one or more 
institutionalized, culturally patterned forms of the religious altered state of 
consciousness" (Goodman 5). Ecstasy, instead of being a pathology, was a "perfectly 
normal genetic endowment," and a skill that is learned in ritual, that takes place only in 
ritual contexts, and is controlled with ritual cues (Goodman 5). 
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How the Bata are Used to Speak in a Tonal Language 
The bata drums were used (and continue to be used) to speak the Yoruba 
language. Because Y oruba is a tonal language, one short word can have a number of 
different meanings depending on its intonation (Altmann 3), and it is possible to 
understand from the pitches alone what the drums are "saying," without hearing vowels 
and consonants. This is especially true when one is listening to a familiar text, such as a 
proverb or prayer. Using drum tones and glides, bata are traditionally used in Africa to 
recite religious poetry, deliver greetings and announcements, and praise important 
leaders: a kind of ancient African telegraph system. Most importantly, the bata are used 
in the Y oruba culture for ritual purposes, particularly for speaking prayers and playing 
orikis, ancient metaphorical descriptions of kings and gods. 
In present-day Cuba, only a handful of very old santeros understand the meaning 
of the drum talks and song texts, and "even some highly prestigious singers do not 
understand the meaning" of the songs they are singing (Altmann 3). Translation is 
problematic since most translations contradict each other, or are so abstract and symbolic 
that they cannot be understood by outsiders without further interpretation (Altmann 3). 
Speech is coded by the drummers in the six interlocking rhythms of the 
drummers' hands. Among the three parts, each of the six hands plays a different rhythm 
that interlocks with the other rhythms to make the overall rhythm, which is called a 
toque. "Each of the six hands involved in the bata ensemble plays a particular [rhythmic] 
phrase; all of these phrases combine to form a polyrhythmic single phrase, a symphonic 
synthesis of rhythms, tonalities, and chords" (Canizares 70). The fact that each drummer 
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plays a different interlocking rhythm makes bata drumming "one of the hardest and most 
complex forms to learn." Each rhythm is "created from the interlocking patterns of the 
three drums" which make "interlocking melo-rhythmic patterns" (Friedman 103). In this 
way, "a listener's perception of bata is neither that ofthree individual drum parts nor six 
separate hand patterns, but rather six hands producing one unified sound" (Friedman 
126). 
Altmann explains that the drum patterns "code the song" by imitating a 
melodically spoken phrase (Altmann 295). While sometimes the talking is done by the 
Iya alone (Friedman 138), "sometimes it is hidden in the interplay of all three drums" 
(Altmann 295). In addition to speaking as one voice, the drums also speak to each other, 
as the Iya or large, mother drum, initiates conversations with Itotele, the medium drum. 
The purpose of all of these kinds of sacred speech is to communicate directly with the 
oris has. 
Consecrated Drums 
According to Santeria tradition, "highly trained singers and drummers, especially 
bata drummers, hold the secret ability to create a confluence of sounds and rhythms that 
bridges the seen and the unseen, the material and the spiritual, God and humankind" 
(Canizares 68). To this day, "rhythmic structure is believed to harbor enormous amounts 
of sacred power," power that, like a laboratory chemical, must be treated with great 
respect (Cornelius 102). 
The sacred bata drums are traditionally treated with a respect that indicates their 
spiritual potency, and once consecrated, are touched and used only by initiated 
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drummers. Music in Santeria ritual employs a number of different types of drums, but the 
bata drums are considered to be the most powerful, and only sacred bata drums can be 
used for very important ceremonies such as initiations or funerals (Altmann 291). 
"Symbolic content and perceived power reaches its height in the ritually prepared 
fundamento bata drums," which are consecrated or baptized in a special ceremony and 
believed to be the most effective drums for communicating with the orishas and inducing 
possession (Cornelius 90). Both the depth of symbolism that surrounds the bata and the 
sacred nature of the rhythms which are uniquely idiomatic to the bata indicate their 
special religious potency. 
Multiple levels of symbolism and different kinds of mythological relationships 
connect the drums with the sacred. While moving from level to level reveals apparent 
conflicts in cosmology, "ultimately, all levels speak to the common goal of religious 
efficacy" (Cornelius 92). The drums as a whole are variously said to belong to the 
thunder orisha, Shang6, as well as Osain, the orisha of the forest and healing herbs. On 
another level the individual drums are said to belong specifically to different orisha-the 
largest, Iya, belongs to Obatala, the merciful orisha of justice, peace, and purity; the 
second largest, ltotele, belongs to Shang6, while the smallest, Okonkolo, belongs to 
Elegua, the messenger-trickster orisha who opens doors and holds the keys of fate 
(Cornelius 97). 
Afia, the orisha of sound 
In addition to these orishas, the bata are associated most of all with Afia, "a little 
understood (or at least discussed) spiritual entity that some informants have called the 
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orisha of sound. Afia speaks through the drum and also lives within the ritually prepared 
fundamento bata drums. While any drum may or may not have Afia, the ritually blessed 
bata, thefundamento, defmitely does" (Cornelius 96). Afia is the source of the drums' 
sacred power, and because baptized or fundamento drums are a receptacle for the spirit or 
force called Afia, they are considered to be sacred instruments, "living, powerful entities, 
the materialization of the great spirit, Afia." (Garcia 6, Canizares 70). ''These drums are 
vessels for pure sacred potential and are believed to be literally alive with power" 
(Cornelius 90). 
Afia "is all communicative sound, all language, and the idea of unmanifested 
potential" (Cornelius 98). Also described as "a sonic photograph of creation" (possibly 
ofthe background radiation from the birth of the universe), "Afia is a door through which 
the rest of the orisha ... enter the ceremony" (Cornelius 98). "Afia represents the ability 
of sound to meaningfully structure the world" and "is said to be affixed to the drum, to 
dwell in the drum and sanctify it" (Cornelius 99, Altmann 291). In Santeria cosmology, 
the fact that Afia lives inside the drum, is manifest in the sound of the drum, and is also 
an orisha or force of nature, is not a contradiction (Cornelius 98). The sanctifying 
communicative powers of Afia make the sounds of the bata drums capable of "bridging 
the gap between heaven and earth" (Hagedorn 57). This makes the bata ensemble "one 
of the most powerful intermediaries or channels of communication between the 
worshiper and the orishas" (Garcia 4). 
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verses, and because lfa is believed to be the voice of the oris has as well as the wisdom of 
the ancestors, it is traditionally used by the Y oruba during all important rites of passage 
(Thompson 34). Before the goatskins are attached to the head of each drum, kola nut is 
affixed to the first strap of each drum and the prophetic verse of each drum, as well as 
other special signs, are written on the inside of the smaller drum head with chalk or red 
paint (Canizares 71). Then the afoubo, or "secret," a "small leather bag containing parrot 
feathers, two large glass beads, and other ingredients," is placed inside the largest drum, 
Iya (Canizares 71). Afia is believed to reside in the afoubo. Canizares notes that, 
"traditionally, women do not participate in bata consecration ceremonies." (Canizares 
72). Perhaps because female contact with ritually prepared drums is believed to void the 
drums' consecration, male drummers would not want women to be present during the 
consecration process because women could prevent the consecration from being 
successful. Also, only men are allowed to be part of the drummers ' guild which is 
responsible for drum-sanctifying ceremonies. 
The third, and final, ritual places the new drums in a family lineage and enhances 
the drums ' ache, or "power-to-make-things-happen" (Garcia 4, Thompson xv). While 
the term ache is fundamentally untranslateable, it is a morally neutral force, the "key to 
futurity and self-realization in Yoruba terms," the divine potential "that moves us in and 
through the world" (Thompson xv, 9; Canizares 72; Hagedorn 57). "A sacred drum is 
always 'born' from another consecrated drum. It must inherit the voice that has the 
power to talk to the oris has from an already existing drum. Thus, the older set of bata 
becomes the godfather of the newly consecrated one" (Garcia 4). "During the final ritual 
of this ceremony, the consecrated drums will play, transmitting the voice to the new 
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drum. As they continue to play, the set that will be born is introduced into the ceremonial 
space and given the authority to begin to play as well. As the new set receives the voice 
and addresses the orishas, the older set fades slowly and gradually hushes. The voice to 
call the orishas has thus been transmitted"(Garcia 4). 
Another source describes the third ritual somewhat differently. First, senior 
drummers play on their own consecrated batas, and "then they give their drums to the 
neophyte drummer to play while they play the newly consecrated set so that they can 
share their ache with the new drums. The new alafia then returns the elder drummers' 
batas to them and they in turn give the newly consecrated set to the new alafia, who now 
plays his properly prepared sacred instruments for the first time" (Canizares 72). 
Considering the massive amount of energy that goes into constructing a sacred set 
of bat a drums, "it is little wonder ... that santeros consider the sounds made by such 
drums to be magical" and believe that "thefundamento drum sounds more distinct, [and] 
more beautiful to the orishas than an ordinary drum" (Canizares 72, Cornelius 97-98). In 
a contemporary metaphor, John Amira compares the fundamento drums to cable 
television because "the reception comes more directly from the source (Afia) . There is no 
interference, because the drums are in tune spiritually with the orishas, and more 
channels (modes of communication) are accessible" (Cornelius 98). 
Family lineage is a very important aspect of Santeria, and santeros think of the 
fundamento drums as being part of a family in three different ways. First, the three 
drums themselves are a family-the biggest drum, lya, is the mother, and the medium 
and small drums, Okonkolo and ltotele, are her two children. Second, the drums are 
conceived as being part of a lineage, since they must be "born" from another set of 
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already consecrated drums. Finally, the initiated drummers are part of the drum family 
because they are om6afias or children of the drums. To play or own the sacred 
fundamento bata drums, drummers must be specially initiated into this hierarchy, which 
has three levels-first, yambokis or apprentices, second, om6afias or children of Aiia, and 
fmally, oluaiias or drummers who know all of Ana's secrets (Garcia 4-5). 
While a profane, unconsecrated aberikula drum can be played by anyone, sacred 
drums are never played outside of the context of religious ritual and cannot be played or 
touched by anyone who is not a consecrated drummer, especially women or homosexuals 
(Garcia 4, 6). Neither women nor homosexuals are allowed to become consecrated 
drummers, to join the drummers' fraternity, or to learn how to speak through the drums to 
the orishas in their own language. 
Shang6, Embodiment of Masculinity 
Women are not associated with the sacred bata drums because Shang6, the orisha 
of thunder and masculine power, is said to own the drums. Shang6 "is a totally 
masculine concept and the bata drums are his agents" (Cornelius 95). Shang6, "the 
tempestuous mythic third king of the Y oruba" from the Nigerian region of Oyo, later 
deified as an orisha and the thunder god, is the epitome of masculinity, and renowned as 
both a warrior and a lover (Thompson 89-90). Indeed, in Yoruba art he is frequently 
represented with "the sky-and-penis gesture of the thunder god," pointing to his penis 
with one hand while pointing to the sky with the other hand, a gesture that endured in 
New World artistic representations (Thompson 92-93). 
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The double-headed drums can either symbolize Shang6's double-headed axe or 
two of his lightning bolts (Cornelius 95). In ritual, "the male drummer and the male 
drum combine, striking out like lightning to call forth masculine sound, recreating the 
clap of thunder that follows Shang6' s illuminating appearance" (Cornelius 95). The 
sound of the bata is the "masculine penetration of lightning as it strikes down toward the 
maternal earth. It is the cutting blade of the axe that separates the essential from the non-
essential, that tears the veil of illusion and shreds the darkness," and harbors enormous 
masculine power (Cornelius 95). 
Consecrated Drummers and the Drummers' Guild 
The drummers "symbolize the enormous virility of Shang6" and belong to a 
special all-male fraternity, the hierarchical drum family (Cornelius 93). In order to join 
this fraternity and play sacred drums, men must undergo a special initiation ceremony 
called Olu Bata or Omo Afia, which makes them sacred men with the orishas' permission 
to use bata drums to speak to the orishas. "All ritual drummers belong to this 
brotherhood, within which there is a hierarchical relationship of elders and neophytes," 
the most experienced drummer playing the large lead drum while the second-most-
experienced plays the medium drum, itotele, and the least experienced plays the smallest, 
okonkolo (Cornelius 93). 
While Santeria drumming is a male-dominated domain and the drums are in many 
ways conceived as belonging to men and having male qualities, on some levels, the 
drums are also believed to have feminine qualities. They are fertile vessels, sealed and 
virginal, with secret plants placed inside making them full of "unmanifested promise" 
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(Cornelius 94). Cornelius writes, in addition to being "children of the drum," some 
drummers consider themselves to be married to the drums, "entering into an intimate 
relationship with the bata in which the dynamic potential of ritual efficacy stands in place 
of the creative forces of sexuality" (Cornelius 93). 
In his study of Santeria drumming in New York, Cornelius noted that bata 
drumming tends to be very competitive-drummers compete "not over work, but over 
knowledge" (Cornelius 105). The more effective a bata group is at bringing the orishas 
down so they can possess their children, the more they are hired to play ceremonies; 
therefore, because "ritual knowledge and social/religious potency are closely related," 
many secrets are fiercely guarded. This is a result of the "ongoing harassment and 
persecution" of many Santeria practitioners by non-practitioners in New York City, 
where Cornelius did his fieldwork; santeros were also extensively persecuted in pre-
revolutionary Cuba, where Santeria rituals were classified as "crimes," and santeros 
continue to be persecuted in socialist post-revolutionary Cuba, where religion is regarded 
as a threat to the official, socialist, atheist ideology. Yet secrets are also guarded as "a 
consequence of power struggles amongst members themselves" (Cornelius 11), who do 
not want rival drummers to get a competitive edge and put them out of work. 
"Music structure, social hierarchies and religious belief' are closely interrelated in 
the worldview of Santeria, which is "a complete lifestyle in which the sacred and secular 
are constantly interacting and influencing each other" (Cornelius 6, 8). The complexity 
of taking the bata rhythms out of their sacred context into a secular folkloric performance 
setting is understandable, considering that santeros believe these rhythms to be one of 
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their most powerful tools for directly contacting the divine forces of nature and the 
universe. 
Fernando Ortiz and Cuban Folklore 
The music of bata has been, until very recently, an entirely oral tradition shrouded 
in, and protected by, secrecy. People learn the songs only by attending ceremonies 
where they are sung. As prayers, the songs are treated with great respect. During the 
early twentieth century, Cuba's educated, (white) upper classes "began to claim their 
African heritage as part of their national identity, albeit with ambivalence." As part of 
this movement, in 1936, bata drumming was brought into the public through the efforts of 
musicologist Fernando Ortiz (Moore 1997 in Sayre 13). Ortiz, an educated white, first 
became exposed to Afro-Cuban religious practice as a criminologist who classified rituals 
as "crimes," and his study of Afro-Cuban religion was initially motivated by his belief 
that understanding the religious practices of Cuba's black population would help him 
understand the criminal tendencies of the feared "black menace." 
Hagedorn, in her reassessment of Ortiz, points out that "although he is considered 
by some to be the father of AfroCubanismo, he just as easily represents the deeply 
ingrained racism of the period" in which he conducted his research (Hagedorn 193). As a 
criminologist, Ortiz first classified Santeria rituals as "crimes," decontextualized them as 
"folklore," and then reworked them into theatrical spectacle. With "folklore," the white 
intellectual elite attempted to "defang" the sacred; decontextualized, they believed the 
power of Afro-Cuban religions would no longer "threaten" them. 
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For these public performances, Ortfz commissioned the first set of aberikula (non-
consecrated) bata drums ever made and organized "folkloric" performances of music 
previously used only in religious ceremonies (Sayre 13). After 1936, "non-consecrated 
drums began to be built and played in public concerts and such performances began to be 
recorded" (Garcia 4). Today, bata drums are used outside of their ritual context in 
folkloric performances, and many drums are manufactured in factories entirely for 
secular purposes. Until the 1950s, when Ortfz published transcriptions of chants and 
rhythms he had learned, the bata tradition was entirely oral and completely 
undocumented. Since Ortfz, "the bata tradition has had a secular as well as a sacred 
existence-in the streets, on the stage, and in the global marketplace" (Sayre 13). "As the 
popularity of Afro-Cuban music increased, aberikula bat a were incorporated into 'Afro' 
floor shows for tourists in many of the famous nightclubs on the island," placing them in 
another new context-not Ortiz's folkloric promotion of Afro-Cuban culture, but as part 
of the nightclubs' spectacle of entertainment (Friedman 106). 
Hagedorn argues that once the religious liturgy of Santeria was "dubbed 'folklore' 
by the intellectual elite," the mysteries of Afro-Cuban religion could be "deconstructed 
and then put to some material use" in a socialist society where "everything is knowable 
and religion has no place" (Hagedorn 62). Sayre notes that "the Cuban Revolutionary 
promotion of Afro-Cuban traditions since the early 1960s ... has affected the bata 
drumming tradition profoundly," and contributed to the professionalization of bata 
performance and teaching, intensifying "the dual, and sometimes conflicted, position of 
bata drumming as both a profession and a religious vocation in Cuba" (Sayre 13-14). 
Now that folkloric performance has become a vital part of tourism (the sustainable 
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economy that has enabled Cuba to survive the crisis of the "Special Period" following the 
collapse of the Soviet Union) that conflict is only further intensified. 
Outsiders 
As the tradition has opened, or is decontextualized, depending on one's 
perspective, "outsiders" have the opportunity to learn and document the music and ritual 
of the bata tradition. The same secrecy that surrounds and protects the bata rhythms 
continues to create, in the words of ethnomusicologist Steven Cornelius, "a problematic 
but intriguing case for musical analysis," one that requires both aspiring ritual drummers 
and outsiders to resort to "commercially available books, records, and (occasionally) 
stealth" to learn these sacred, sometimes secret, rhythms (Cornelius 12, 102). 
Women Playing Bata 
Folkloricization has also given women the opportunity to learn to play bata. Yet 
women are forbidden from playing the consecrated bata known as fundament a and from 
playing in the traditional ritual context. Garcia notes that though bata drums have been 
used for more than sixty years in performances outside of their ritual context, bata 
drumming "has yet to shed its ritualistic origins," (Garcia 4) and women are still 
reckoning with the theology that bans them from drumming in rituals, forbidding them 
from entering the sacred drummer's guild and using the drums to speak to the orishas, 
even as they negotiate the new terrain that now exists between profane performance and 
sacred ritual. 
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The Taboo Against Women Drumming: Different Explanations 
Since returning from Cuba, I have done some research to find out why women 
cannot play sacred bata drums in their original ritual context. Various sources offer 
conflicting answers, including: 
• Ana, the orisha who lives inside the sacred drums, doesn't get along with women. 
• Afia is female, and women drummers would upset the balance of gendered energies. 
• Women's menstrual blood could be misconstrued as a sacrifice to Afia. 
• Contact with menstrual blood voids the sacred drums' consecration or saps their 
power. 
• Menstrual blood voids the consecration because it is associated with antisocial 
feminine forces known as Aje, or witches. 
• Women don't need to play bata, which is cleansing, because they cleanse themselves 
through menstruation. 
• Both Afia and women's reproductive powers are so strong that they could void each 
other. 
• Ochun, the female orisha of sensuality and romantic love, owns the communicative 
potential of the bata and prefers the company of men, not women. 
• Ochun helps women give birth, so she is angry when they have their periods because 
it means they will not give birth that month. Therefore, she prevents female 
drummers from having the power to communicate with the orishas (the 
communicative power that she controls). 
• Women are not strong enough to play bata drums in religious situations. 
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To elaborate: one of my bata teachers, Adonay D'Harmas, told me that women 
can't play sacred drums, which have Aiia ritually "installed" inside, because Aiia doesn't 
get along well with women. She told me that there is a myth explaining this taboo, about 
Aiia and a woman from the Y oruba pantheon, but she couldn't remember it. Elsewhere, 
I've read that Aiia is a female orisha- for example, Elizabeth Sayre writes, "Aiia (the 
orisha of the drums) is a feminine force, therefore a woman playing the drum creates an 
improper balance of gendered energies" (Sayre 13). 
Sayre gives the explanation that it is dangerous for women to approach 
fundamento drums because their menstrual blood could be misconstrued as an offering or 
sacrifice to Aiia (13) .. But, in interviews, both Saskia and Adonay explained to me that it 
is not dangerous for women to touch the drums; instead, if the drums come into contact 
with menstrual blood, they lose or are drained of some of their power. Other 
explanations include that "women cleanse themselves through menstruation and therefore 
do not need to play bata, because playing is itself a cleansing" (Sayre, 13). However, 
most santeros, in their explanations, seem to focus on the impurity of menstrual blood 
and the impurity of sexual contact with women. In an interview, Saskia explained to me 
that if a male drummer has sex before playing the sacredfundamento drums in a religious 
ceremony, the drum will not sound properly, making the sound "phut-phut-phut" instead 
of "ki-la, ki-la" (Interview). 
Other sources explain that women's reproductive powers and Aiia's power are 
both so strong that Aiia could render a woman infertile or a menstruating woman could 
void the consecration of the drums, rendering them powerless (Hagedorn 20). Elsewhere, 
the menstrual cycle is associated with Aje, or 'witches', who are "antisocial, feminine 
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spiritual forces," who cause female contact with Afia to void the consecration of the 
drums (Marcussi 1995 in Sayre p 13). Yet there is some contradiction in the tradition 
because, in ceremonies, women santeras who have been ceremonially "presented" to the 
bata are allowed to touch their foreheads (jorbale) to fundament a drums as a sign of 
respect, but they aren't allowed to touch them with their hands in order to play them 
(Sayre, 13). 
The plot thickens: both Afia and Shang6 are associated with Ochun, the female 
orisha of romantic love and sensuality. Ochun "owns" brass-which is, to the Yoruba, 
the most precious metal-and also owns the brass bells that decorate the biggest head of 
the biggest drum. Some sources state that Ochun also "'owns' the sacred potential of the 
bata drum," and "because Ochun thoroughly enjoys the company of men, it is much more 
likely that the message of the drums will be delivered and heard if men are the 
messengers"; women drummers would prevent the message from being delivered 
(Hagedorn 96). Yet the taboo seems to focus and revolve around women's reproductive 
powers, and Ochun is the orisha who "owns" the flowing of blood and helps women 
during childbirth. One santero explained that "when women have their periods, it means 
they will not give birth [or conceive] that month, and that saddens or angers Ochun, so, as 
punishment, she deprives the player of the consecrated bata drum of the power to 
communicate with the orishas through the drum rhythms" (Hagedorn 96). Yet this 
explanation is perplexing because the goddess of childbirth would seem to understand 
that no woman could conceive (or give birth) every month. However, Nancy Smith-
Hefner notes that this explanation "emphasizes the important role of childbearing for 
women and the probably more 'normal' state of fertile women as either pregnant (9 
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months) or lactating." In fact, since lactation also inhibits menstruation, "one could argue 
that the 'normal' state for a woman of child-bearing age is not to be menstruating" 
(personal communication). 
While no sources explicitly state that women are believed to be more susceptible 
to possession than men, sources state that women are believed to be physically weaker 
than men, and even male drummers who show signs of possession are forbidden to drum 
in religious contexts. Also, the orisha is said to "mount" the individual's consciousness 
in order to possess them, a verb which has heavy sexual overtones because it is also used 
to describe sexual intercourse. This suggests that women and homosexuals may be 
perceived as being more "receptive," or susceptible, to possession, and less likely to 
make effective drummers. 
Hagedorn elaborates that "the very act of hitting the head of a drum to produce a 
sound appropriate to the context of a given performance .. .is a matter of intent and achl" 
(Hagedorn 132). Moreover, "because Santeria drumming is a male-dominated domain, 
the ideology of masculine power colors the perception of who is likely to possess and 
develop the ache to make performative action conform to intent. The ceremonial bata 
drummers with whom I have worked maintain that few women (if any) will ever possess 
the physical strength, coordination, determination, discipline, endurance, and will to 
transform those qualities into religious intent" (Hagedorn 132). Hagedorn, herself a bata 
drummer, explains that her "sense is that playing bata drums for several hours during a 
ceremony is truly punishing work that requires tremendous stamina, specifically in the 
upper body. Most women do not develop the muscles in their shoulders, back, arms and 
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wrists necessary to play these drums for the long stretches at a time required of 
ceremonial drummers" (Hagedorn 96). 
While there are many ceremonies where a group of only three drummers play the 
entire ceremony and are entirely responsible for bringing down the orishas, in fact , at the 
one ceremony I was able to attend in Cuba, many different drummers at many different 
experience levels-ranging from boys under the age of 12 to old men renowned for their 
drumming prowess-took turns drumming in shifts throughout the four-hour long 
ceremony. In addition, my teachers in Obini Bata explained that women just need to 
develop their technique in order to maximize their sound and compensate for their lack of 
strength. In lessons that typically lasted 3 hours, my female teachers displayed the same 
kind of stamina and relaxed effortlessness that ceremonial drummers cultivate. 
Cultural comparison with taboos against women drumming among the Dagomba 
Despite great geographical distance, Cuban santeros and drummers in the 
Dagbani people of Northern Ghana share certain beliefs about drums and drumming 
practices. In both Dagbon and Cuban Santeria, individuals-devotees in Cuba, and 
prominent political community members in Dagbon-are called by praise names, epithets 
coded into the drums' talk (Friedman 210). In Cuba, both humans and orishas will 
recognize outstanding individual drummers, singers, and dancers by sticking money to 
their usually sweaty foreheads as an honorific gesture, a practice also widespread among 
the Dagbani (Friedman 208-209). Because of these shared practices and pre-diaspora 
geographic proximity, the Dagbon's attitudes can perhaps illuminate their Yoruba 
neighbors' Cuban descendents' attitudes about women drumming. 
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In a discussion about the taboo against women drumming, ethnomusicologist 
David Locke explained to me that the drums of the Dagbani people in Northern Ghana 
are also used to communicate religiously with the ancestors. Each drum has a charm, and 
making the charm involves the blood sacrifice of a small fowl. In the Dagbani culture it is 
believed that menstrual blood undoes the charm; contact with menstrual blood would 
render the drum permanently less powerful. The Dagbani people believe this charm can 
only be made once; once undone, it can never be remade. In contrast, sacred bata drums 
can be resanctified if a menstruating woman accidentally touches them. A fellow 
musician told me that her roommate visited Cuba and accidentally touched afundamento 
bata while menstruating, and the drummers then performed a ceremony to re-sanctify the 
drum (Sachi Sato, personal communication). 
David Locke elaborated that, among the Dagomba, male drummers will tell a 
woman who wants to drum that that if she drums, she will menstruate continually for the 
rest of her life. While these are really old wives' tales and "nobody really believes" 
them, they are nevertheless effective in discouraging women from drumming 
(particularly because menstruating forever means that a woman is permanently infertile 
and unable to conceive in a culture that greatly stresses women's reproductive role). 
Socially, women in Dagomba culture don't want to drum. A small number of women's 
drumming groups exist, but Locke believes they are the direct product of twentieth-
century Western feminism. (In contrast, in Cuba, a specific kind of feminism has been 
promoted from within the socialist government itself; incomplete and flawed attempts to 
empower women were central to the government's plan for a new society. Egalitarian 
socialism promotes women's right to equal employment and Fidel Castro postures as 
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Cuba's foremost feminist, encouraging women to enter high-status professions such as 
medicine, while at the same time systematically keeping Cuban women out of the policy-
making bureaucratic elite, effectively denying Cuban women political power.) 
Locke explained that the attitude of Dagbani women towards men with drumming 
is dismissive, much like "let the babies have their bottle." Conversely, women would 
wonder why a woman would want to drum because drumming is a specifically male 
behavior and by drumming a woman would be acting like a man, and thus be perceived 
as taking on male characteristics. 
Women who do drum, including Western women who travel to Africa to study 
drumming, are regarded as exceptional and non-conformist. In the process of learning to 
drum, these unique individuals are willing to accept associations with male behavior, to 
the point that Locke believed most of the women drummers he had seen in Africa were 
lesbians. This is a direct contrast with Obini Bata, where every woman I interviewed told 
me--either unprompted or when asked about their hopes and dreams for the future-that 
they wanted to have a family. While members of Obini Bata explained to me that when 
the group was first formed, they dressed in the same clothes that male drummers wear, 
and that many women's bata groups continue to dress and perform in a masculine way, 
the members of Obini Bata now choose to emphasize and celebrate their femininity, even 
as they use conventional cultural constructs to undermine and circumvent traditional 
gender roles about women drumming. 
Yet despite the fact that only exceptional women perform on drums, all women 
know how the rhythms work and could play them if they wanted to, because they are 
surrounded by the music. Also, drumming knowledge belongs to the drumming family; 
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when David Locke's Dagomba teacher Dolsi-naa Abubakari Lunna watched videos shot 
of his family, he would point at many women and explain, "she's a drummer," meaning 
that that woman, who may or may not have ever actually drummed, was a member of a 
family that was part of the guild of drumming artisans. In Dagombaland, being a 
drummer means that the drumming knowledge belongs to you and your family, whether 
you drum or not. The situation is similar to Hindustani classical music in N orthem India, 
where women will preserve the oral tradition when there is a gap in the male lineage. 
And, much like in India, knowledge is a commodity, like a car, that belongs to a family 
or artisan class. (Peter Row). On the other hand, women in Dagombaland who are 
professional musicians are viewed as prostitutes. If you're a female dancer in the 
national Folklore ensemble it's assumed that you're sleeping around, and if you care 
about being proper or if your father cares about you being proper, you wouldn't want to 
be a professional musician. In contrast, in Cuba the members of Obini Bata were 
regarded with respect by their communities. Moreover, the Dagomba culture still values 
single-sex experience; in addition to singing and dancing with men when they perform, 
women also make music together when they're away from men. 
Does the prohibition extend to unsanctified drums? 
As I previously stated when discussing the taboo against women drumming, both 
women and homosexuals are forbidden to play sanctified drums in a religious context. 
Elizabeth Sayre, herself a bata drummer, points out that "the prohibition against women 
and gay men playing consecrated drums in a religious context. .. extends to ceremonies 
that are played on aberikula [unconsecrated] drums ... as well as to many informal, 
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secular settings such as drum and dance classes where unconsecrated drums are used" 
(Sayre 12). Sayre believes that "the question of women and bata drumming goes beyond 
mere sexist exclusion, as seen from one perspective, or aggressive intrusion of Western 
feminism into Afro-Caribbean belief systems, as seen from another." Before 
summarizing the typical explanations for the prohibition, Sayre notes that "religious 
practitioners readily admit that some of the explanations are theologically inconsistent, 
even within Lucurni (Cuban Yoruba) theological terms" (Sayre 12). Like Pouyrnir6, she 
wonders whether ''the rigid prohibition against women and gay men playing bata is a 
[syncretic] result of the influence of Spanish Catholicism on Y oruba beliefs" (Sayre 12-
13). Women are not completely excluded since "bata drummers in Nigeria and 
Matanzas, Cuba, have been known to teach their daughters how to play in the interest of 
passing on knowledge to subsequent generations" (Amira and Cornelius 1992; Fiol1999; 
Drysdale 1999, all in Sayre 12). Sayre explains that "the particular dynamics ofthe 
gender prohibition differ from place to place and from community to community" (Sayre 
13). As scholars become religious practitioners and practitioners become scholars, "the 
distinguishing of 'insiders' from 'outsiders' is increasingly complicated" (Sayre 13). "As 
a result, the question of women musicians and bata drumming cannot be reduced to the 
question of 'outsiders' imposing their gender or sexual values on 'insiders' or straight 
men discriminating against women and gay men. Wherever religious communities are 
still active, it is still unusual and often controversial for women-whether insiders or 
outsiders-to play bata, even in nonreligious contexts." Exceptions to this rule include 
folkloric women's bata groups such as my teachers in Obini Bata as well as other groups 
such as lbbu Okun, centered in Havana, Obini Sacbe in Cienfuegos, Obini Aberikula in 
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Matanzas, and Obini Irawo in Santiago (Boggs 1992, 306-307; Strubbe 1999; Perkins 
1995; Porter 1999; Drake 1999 in Sayre 13; Interviews). 
Folkloricization-Racist, Classist-Sexist? 
In Sacred Utterances, Katherine Hagedorn argues that folkloricization is an 
inherently racist and classist process. In the process of turning the religious, liturgical 
practices of Santeria into ' 'folklore," white musicologists and anthropologists deprived 
this music of its sacred power by decontextualizing it from religious practice, while 
refusing to recognize Santeria's power and legitimacy as a religion: 
In Havana, at least from the late nineteenth century to the present, the concept of 
"Cuban folklore" has simultaneously been racialized and disempowered-
racialized because it has come to refer almost exclusively to the religious 
performance traditions of Cubans of African heritage, and disempowered because 
those religious traditions were categorized by non-practitioners not as divinely 
potent modes of communication between deities and morals, but rather as 'folk 
traditions,' objectified and reconstructed without consideration for their 
contemporary religious content. (Hagedorn 4) 
In the process, an "inward-directed, non-commodified religious tradition becomes 
outward-directed, commodified, staged, and secularized" (Hagedorn 9). ''The term 
folklore simultaneously robs these traditions of their religious legitimacy and begins the 
work of decontextualizing the songs and dances from their sacred evocative purpose" 
(Hagedorn 19). As a result, "post-revolutionary Cuban Santeria has had its most public 
appraisal in the form of a folkloric, aestheticized version of itself' in performance groups 
such as the state-sponsored Conjunto Folklorico Nacional de Cuba, founded in 1962 
(Hagedorn 7). 
But is folkloricization sexist? David Locke notes that in order for women to 
perform outside of the traditional religious setting there already has to be a secular 
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performance space. The creation of "Folklore" groups such as Con junto Folklorico 
Nacional and Conjunto Folklorico de Oriente made a new space in which women could 
learn and perform. This non-sacred space was a new, secular ground on which women 
could maneuver and negotiate with the tradition to "break down the barrier." Without the 
concept of "folklore" and context of these folkloric ensembles, it is unlikely that Eva 
Despaigne could have made the argument that "there is nothing religious about teaching a 
woman to play a non-consecrated drum" (Interview). Without having a non-religious 
setting already in place, it is unlikely that male drummers would have accepted 
Despaigne' s and other women' s arguments that they would only use what they learned in 
a non-religious setting. Without the international folklore workshops where Cuban male 
drummers started to teach foreign women bata, it may not have been possible for Eva 
Despaigne and her co-founders to have convinced the teachers to teach them at all. If 
factories were not manufacturing aberikula drums, these women would not have had any 
drums to play. 
Hagedorn points out that at present, Cuba's African-based religious performance 
traditions are a source not only of great spiritual power, but also social and economic 
power (Hagedorn 6). By mastering the bata drums, Eva Despaigne and her compafieras 
de batd acquired the tools to determine their own fates, and went off on their own as 
independent artists with economic power. 
Folklore: Power and Disempowennent 
Yet in this new secular space, is the music robbed of its power, when performed 
for audiences who don' t know, understand, or have any intention of learning the songs 
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and dances and ways of the oris has? As "divine utterances" are transformed into 
theatrical presentations, religious rituals "are [not only] once-removed from the 
classification of religion ... but twice-removed when they are performed on stage" by 
'.'folkloric" ensembles" (Hagedorn 12). Hagedorn argues that they are not only 
folklorized, but folkloricized-"folkloricization" being "the process of making a folk 
tradition folkloric" (Hagedorn 12). Obini Bata frequently performs in venues in which 
audiences are entirely tourists-venues where the sacred is completely removed from the 
secular and the folk is completely removed from the folkloric; venues where the 
audience's affluence offers Obini Bata good money, but very little understanding of the 
music. 
David Locke explains that West African music is "all about communication"-if 
the performers cannot communicate with the audience, the performance is not 
"happening." The power of this art form does not come from the virtuosity of any 
individual performer or performing group, but from the interaction between drummers, 
dancers, and singers in a situation where the proscenium-oriented Western delineation 
between "performers" and "audience" is blurred or non-existent. With Santeria in 
particular, in a religious setting, everyone is performing to engage the orishas, so they 
will come and visit the gathered community. And all these kinds of interaction-
dancing, singing, and drumming-are learned. 
With Afro-Cuban drumming, song, and dance, the music's power as an 
efficacious religious technology lies in its ability to communicate with the orishas and 
induce possession. Its true communicative power. lies not only in the drummers, who 
praise and insult the orishas in order to bring them down, but also in those who are 
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listening, dancing, and singing. Without the singers and dancers, the orishas won't come. 
If those who are singing and dancing don't know how to sing the songs or dance the 
dances or how to become possessed, the orishas will not come and the main religious 
goal of the ceremony will not be fulfilled. 
Hagedorn argues that when this music is performed in a non-sacred context 
where the audience is separated from the performers, the music's power still derives from 
the audience and depends on the audience's sacred knowledge. The less the audience 
understands, the less they can be a receptacle for religious experience or even just 
communal music-making, which makes the performance less powerful. It is the audience 
that "holds the key to understanding the negotiation and perpetuation of meaning" of 
folkloric performances (Hagedorn 57). Among the creyentes [believers], jinteros 
[hustlers], extranjeros [foreign tourists], and aficionados [folklore students] who 
typically make up the audience of a Conjunto Folklorico Nacional performance, it is the 
creyentes who "give back the spontaneous energy of sacred ritual to the performers 
through their extant knowledge of the original performance (the religious ceremony) on 
which the folkloric rendition is based", an energy that "often ignites" performances 
(Hagedorn 63). The creyentes' religious understanding and previous possession 
experiences are what makes the music work, and what occasionally causes orishas to 
possess their children during secular performances. 
Even when the religious songs, drumming, and dances are "reinterpreted and 
recontextualized as a staged and commodified folkloric performance (one that we might 
call secular) ... [the performance] still draws upon the communicative inspiration of its 
folk (read 'religious') roots" (Hagedorn 68). Unlike planned, well-rehearsed theatrical 
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folkloric performances, a performance that is meant to be sacred "will run on 
unrehearsed, unmediated, spontaneous energy," relying on audience participation to cross 
a defmite threshold and experience the divine (Hagedorn 68). Yet even when there is no 
intention of enacting a religious ritual, "[even in folkloric performances,] the sacred and 
secular, folk and folkloric, overlap and occasionally cohabitate the same performative 
sphere" (Hagedorn 67). 
Even in a purely "secular" context, then, when the audience becomes part of the 
performance by singing and dancing, the music is much more powerful. I saw this 
myself in my video footage; there is a completely different vibe when Obini Bata 
performs for "mostly tourists" at Restaurante 1830 than when they play for their families 
at Barrio Chine, who knew the songs and dances. When I asked one of the members of 
Obini Bata, Adonay, if she enjoyed playing for tourists, she explained that the audiences 
were very appreciative and she believed that "they [the tourists] like it because it's 
something they've never seen before" (Interview). If we extend Hagedorn' s arguments 
to Obini Bata, from her perspective, they would be less powerful (or their performances 
would be less powerful) as musicians performing for foreigners who don't know the 
songs and dances of the orishas. But they don't see it that way. They see themselves as 
highly successful musicians in a very competitive environment where they have fought to 
break down the barrier. Though Eva Despaigne admitted that now "it's a lot calmer," 
Adonay D'Harmas suggested that there was still more work to be done when she said, 
"with time, this will all become easier." 
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Pouymir6's Case for Women Drummers in Religious Situations 
In the article The House of Afia: Women and Bata, Nagybe Madariaga Pouymir6, the first 
and only female percussionist in the Conjunto Folklorico de Oriente, explicitly thanks 
Obini Bata for making it easier for other women to learn bata drums-since the formation 
of Obini Bata, "the number of women in bata has increased, and thanks to them, I could 
play the bata" (7). In her follow-up article to Pouymir6's interview, Sayre points out that 
Pouymir6' s interview "is the only instance in any of the literature on Afro-Cuban sacred 
music where a Cuban woman musician's voice is heard" (Sayre 14). Pouymir6 ' s life 
story has many parallels with Eva Despaigne' s, the current director of Obini Bata. Both 
"came to grow as a percussionist inside the institution" of the Con junto Folklorico 
organizations of their respective communities- not "on the street", where bata players 
traditionally learn their art (Sayre 6, Interview with Eva Despaigne). While Despaigne 
was a professor of dance with the Conjunto Folklorico Nacional and Pouymir6, in 
contrast, started as a student, both first became involved with Afro-Cuban music as 
dancers or dancers and singers, and began to study bata after learning the songs and 
dances. 
Pouymir6 explains that "the bata is a religious drum, a sacred drum, a completely 
liturgical drum, and therefore we've been fighting for a long time in Cuba for women to 
be allowed to play bata" (6) . Pouyrnir6 recounts that around 1979, a woman named 
Carmen-possibly Carmen Mendez, one of the founding members of Obini Bata-was 
the frrst woman to play bata in public in Cuba. Religious leaders in Matanzas, "the center 
of the Yoruba religion in Cuba," convened and "decided that women would be allowed to 
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play bata in nonreligious settings" (7). But despite the religious elders ' decision, which 
would be difficult to enforce considering the decentralized nature of Santeria, Pouymir6 
explained that she still had to fight to "break down the barrier," and believes that the 
biggest obstacle Cuban women face as percussionists is not religious leader's disapproval 
but male drummers' machismo. Pouymir6 says, "I don't know what makes them go 
crazy when they see women playing bata" (8). This suggests that the current state of 
affairs may be a fusion of priestly Y oruba concerns about fertility with masculine Latino 
preoccupations. 
Both Pouymir6 and Despaigne argue that women should be able to play bata 
because women have the right to equal employment in Cuban society. Pouymir6 
explains that in Cuba, "we have equal rights between men and women. The possibility to 
have a high place in society also offers us the possibility to do the same jobs as men" (6). 
Despaigne expressed the same view when she explained that, in Cuba, "with respect to 
work and education, our society is open" (Interview). 
After "breaking down the barrier" and convincing men to teach her, Pouymir6, 
like Obini, also had to "create an identity" for herself, "something that was exclusively 
mine" (6). Like Obini, Pouymir6 had to "convince the religion that I didn' t want to 
confront it, that I was only interested in playing bata for cultural purposes"; similarly, 
both Saskia and Eva explained that Obini presents the bata in a "cultural way" (7). And, 
like most members of Obini Bata (with the exception of Saskia Tunez, who was initiated 
and identified as a child of Yemaya, the orisha of the ocean and universal mother), 
Pouymir6 is not an initiate of Santeria, but explains that she has great respect for the 
religion (7). In interviews, non-initiated group members also expressed their respect for 
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the religion, and said that they would be willing to undergo initiation if they needed to 
become initiated to solve a major problem such as a life crisis or health condition, which 
is frequently why people join Santeria. 
The Problem with Pouymir6's Plan 
Pouymir6 takes the argument a step further than Despaigne, and goes on to argue 
that "if the menstrual cycle did not exist, neither could the santeros or the babalaos who 
are able to evoke the gods in the Y oruba religion" (7). 
Frequently the most conservative aspects of a culture are on its edges, not at its 
center, and women in the Y oruba diaspora are forbidden to do things that women in 
Y orubaland can do. For example, women in Yorubaland can become babalawos, or 
priests, but women in Cuba are not permitted to undergo this initiation. Raul Canizares 
explains that in Cuba, women are forbidden to undergo babalawo initiation because one 
of the oris has involved in this initiation cannot be seen by women, and Cuban santeros 
believe this orisha is a fundamental part of the process. In Nigeria, on the other hand, this 
orisha is omitted from the initiation process when a woman is being initiated and women 
are free to become babalawos. Pouymir6 argues that "if in Nigeria the religion evolved 
and there are women babalawos, here in Cuba we can have women drummers," despite 
the fact that women are deeply discouraged from playing the bata drums in religious 
contexts (Sayre 7, Hagedorn 3). Sayre points out that "Pouymir6's theologically based 
arguments for women playing bata in ceremony are worth noting since women players in 
Cuba and abroad typically have justified their activities by carefully delineating them as 
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secular or folkloric" (Sayre 14). While Pouymir6's argument is compelling, it is argued 
on political and philosophical grounds outside of the religious system of Cuban Santeria. 
Both Pouymir6 and Despaigne argued that women have the political right to equal 
employment and thus cannot be forbidden from learning bata. In the introduction to her 
interview with Pouymir6, Andrea Pryor writes: 
In 1976, the Cuban constitution stated that "women have the same rights as men 
in the economic, political and social fields as well as in the family" (quoted in de 
Aguila 1988, 183). Despite this, women are discouraged from taking jobs that 
were deemed inappropriate to their physical make-up. This contradiction can be 
seen clearly in the case of the religious bata drums. Women are free to study in 
music programs where bata is taught, learning the technique, but are still 
prohibited from performing the drums in their typical setting-the religious 
ceremony. (Pryor, 6). 
Yet Santeria cannot be easily legislated by Cuban politicians; and the authority of 
Cuban politics in this sphere is limited because Santeria has traditionally existed in 
tension, not agreement, with Cuban politics, as white Cuban politicians fought to control 
the religious expression of the black population which they viewed as a threat and a 
"menace" (Canizares). Santeros are still required by the government to notify the police 
whenever they have a religious celebration (Hagedorn). 
Moreover, Cuban Santeria is decentralized. Because it has no central sanctuary 
(Friedman 73) and consists of many networks of personal relationships centered in the 
private homes of religious leaders who serve as godparents to many godchildren, it is not 
easily regulated even by its own central body in Matanzas. The fact that no one 
mentioned this governing body in Matanzas, or their decision, to me in all of my research 
in Cuba-even though as women drummers they were certainly implicated in the elders' 
decision-implies that either such decisions are not widely disseminated, or possibly are 
irrelevant to those outside of the elders' circle. 
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In addition, the Cuban government' s attempts to legislate gender roles in the 
private sphere have failed repeatedly, suggesting that gender roles cannot be easily 
legislated by political processes. Measures such as the Family Code of 1975, which 
attempted to legislate that men share routine household tasks, had little or no effect 
(Smith and Padula 141). While the Cuban constitution stipulates that women and men 
have the same rights in economic, political and social fields, the Cuban government is not 
a source of religious authority among santeros and has not successfully legislated gender 
roles in other private spheres such as the home. 
Pouymir6 also argues that if there can be female babalawos in Nigeria, it is 
possible to have female drummers in Cuba. But it seems unlikely that if the central 
authority of the body of elders in Matanzas is unable to regulate religious behavior in 
Havana, which is less than a hundred miles away, that religious practice in Y oruba 
Nigeria would be any more effective as a central religious authority. 
Pouymir6 also argues that women, in order to drum religiously, should be post-
menopausal, over 45 years old, have been drumming outside of religious situations for 
more than 10 years, and be daughters or initiates of the orisha Y emaya, who is believed 
to be the mother of all the orishas (8). These very specific qualifications limit the 
number of women who would be eligible to drum in religious situations to a very small 
group of people, and excludes, for example, all of the members of Obini Bata, Cuba's 
most successful women's bata group. Since Pouymir6 herself is not an initiate of 
Santeria and thus is not a "daughter" or any orisha, she does not even meet her own 
qualifications, raising the question of her motivation for these rules. 
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Additionally, requiring women drummers to be daughters of Y emaya, the orisha 
who is universal mother and the goddess of the ocean, seems impractical. To my 
know ledge, male drummers are not required to be the sons of Y emaya-in fact, they are 
not allowed to be sons of any specific orisha other than Afia. Only Afia "owns their 
head," and Afia does not possess people; this orisha only makes possible the 
communication that enables possession to take place. 
In fact, if drummers begin to show signs of being possessed, they are forbidden to 
ever drum again, because when their consciousness is overtaken by the orisha-when the 
orisha sits in the driver's seat-they are unable to continue drumming and maintain the 
line of communication that makes the sacred ceremony possible. In ceremony, drummers 
don' t get possessed-their drumming helps other people become possessed, and controls 
the possession experience with ritual cues. Much like mountain climbers cannot "spot" 
themselves as they scale a cliff, the drummers ' consciousness cannot be altered when 
they are playing; they must hold taut the line that allows possessed creyentes to return 
safely. If men are possessed by any orisha, they are incapacitated and incapable 
drummers in a sacred context, because they cannot maintain that line of communication 
and they can no longer control another creyente' s possession experience with ritual cues. 
Because orisha typically possess their children while they are being initiated in a 
process called "making saint," it seems unlikely that anyone, male or female, who had 
already been initiated and experienced possession would be viewed by the religious 
community as a good choice for a drummer, because at any moment their orisha could 
show up, possess them and render them useless and unable to maintain the rhythms 
which make possession and sacred connection possible. If the bata drummers are a 
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telephone, a possessed drummer cuts the line. Requiring women to be the daughters of 
Yemaya would put them at a disadvantage by making them more susceptible to 
possession during religious ceremonies, and they would be perceived as less effective and 
less desirable drummers by the religious community. 
The requirement that women be over 45 years of age is also in direct contrast to 
the context of traditional learning. Boys start learning bata at a very young age, and in 
Cuba I myself saw boys who appeared to be no older than twelve playing okonkolo, the 
simplest drum part, in religious ceremonies. Women, learning later on, would lack the 
experience men had acquired as very young boys, and again be placed at a disadvantage. 
Pouyrnir6' s argument ultimately fails to take into account the fact that Santeria is 
driven by religious efficacy and market forces. "Everything in Santeria costs money" 
(Hagedorn 9), and religious celebrations are organized and funded by individual santeros 
who hire drummers to play at ceremonies in their homes. Male drummers operate under 
the auspices of a hierarchical drummers' guild. It would be impossible for women to get 
work in a ritual context without the support of this hierarchy of ritual specialists. 
Moreover, the goal of every religious ceremony is to induce possession and have direct 
contact with the orisha. It would be difficult for a santero to hire a woman for a religious 
ceremony if there was any chance that she would not be able to bring the oris has down 
and induce possession in the other santeros. It is unlikely that a santero would risk his or 
her own money on something that might not work, that is not proven to work, that exists 
outside of the traditional guild lineages, and that has no reassuring track record of 
success, especially if they believed a woman drummer would prevent the orisha from 
coming down and frustrate the basic goal of the toque (religious ceremony). Moreover, if 
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an established male drummer repeatedly fails to bring down the orishas, he would no 
longer be invited to play at toques and "his ability to bridge the gap-an important form 
of ache-would be assumed to be weak or dysfunctional" (Hagedorn 85). And if these 
women had not started learning until much later in life and had less experience than men 
who had started at a very young age, it is unlikely that anyone would want to hire them if 
they were less knowledgeable religious specialists. 
Pouymir6 does not make it clear whether or not she is arguing that women should 
be able to play fundamento drums, or just unsanctified drums. But if women can't use 
fundamento drums, which are the most effective for "deep work" (Altmann, interview 
with Saskia Tunez), they would be less effective as religious drummers. If they did use 
fundamento drums, some santeros could perceive it as upsetting the balance, hierarchy, 
and order of the universe in a way that would threaten the community's ability to 
communicate with the orishas. At the one religious celebration I attended in Cuba, my 
teacher, Adonay, downplayed her knowledge. As her husband played the sacred bata 
drums, Adonay quietly quizzed me on what rhythm the drummers were playing. But 
when I stood near the drums and tapped the rhythms on my knees, a little girl told me to 
stop tapping, perhaps because girls are not supposed to display knowledge of the bata 
rhythms in a sacred context. It seems that women who do know how to play bata 
downplay their knowledge in religious situations. 
The Future 
It is possible that as women drum more frequently in secular contexts, they will 
work their way into religious contexts. Yoruba religion is a flexible, constantly evolving 
tradition that has already survived two diasporas-first, in Cuba, and then, in the US. 
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While it is possible that, in the diaspora, Y aruba gender roles have rigidified along Euro-
Latino lines, it is also possible that the flexibility inherent in Y aruba religion, the 
flexibility that has allowed many diverse unrelated orisha to become one unified family 
in Cuba, the flexibility that has allowed the bata drums, originally only used to salute 
Shang6 and ancestral spirits to be used to speak to all of the oris has, could, in the future, 
allow religious communities to encourage and accommodate women who want to play 
bata in religious situations. Much of the Y aruba religion's success in the diaspora is due 
to its ability to adapt to different cultural circumstances, and even the bata rhythms 
themselves are part of a "performance tradition that requires, and lives by, constant 
change" (Hagedorn 180). 
Santeria's governing body in Matanzas has already approved women playing non-
sacred drums in non-sacred contexts, and as women perform more frequently as secular 
drummers, they may work their way into religious contexts. In the second diaspora in the 
U.S., women are reportedly playing bata in religious contexts-Hagedorn reports that at 
the time she was writing her book, "there were at least a few women in major cities in the 
United States who were actually playing bata drums at religious ceremonies," though 
they probably weren't usingfundamento drums, which would come with drummers 
attached (Hagedorn 97). Sincefundamento drums always belong to sanctified drummers, 
and ostensibly, sanctified drums are necessary for Omo Afia or Olu Bata initiation, it 
seems that women in the US would only have the opportunity to drum in the absence of 
the sacred drums and the male drummers' hierarchy that would be able to perform Omo 
Afia and Olu Bata initiation. However, it remains to be seen if this kind of necessity 
might allow women in the US or in Cuba to eventually undergo Omo Afia or Olu Bata 
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initiation and join the guild that teaches the secrets of communicating with the oris has in 
a way that would enable women to bring about possession in a religious context and 
acquire reputations as efficacious ritual specialists. In Cuba, though women are allowed 
to learn the rhythms from Obo Afia and Olu Bata, they are currently not allowed to join 
the drummers ' fraternity, so whether or not women will ever be able to play the bata 
drums in Cuba in religious situations remains to be seen. As Hagedorn notes, "the future 
of this taboo resides in an ongoing process of negotiation between musicians and 
religious practitioners" (Hagedorn 97). 
The one question I didn't ask in my interviews was whether any of my teachers 
wanted to play bata in religious ceremonies. When I went to my teacher Adonay' s house 
for dinner, she showed me her husband's sacredfundamento drums that hung behind the 
door on the wall of her bedroom (and the chickens in her backyard that would be 
sacrificed to the drums)-but she could not touch them. I never asked her if she wanted 
to. Since being feminine is a very important part of the philosophy of Obini Bata, and the 
religious bata drummers' circles are especially macho (Hagedorn 20), it is possible that if 
they could not perform as feminine women in a ritual context, they may not want to. 
Maybe they make better money, or maybe they have greater job security, working as 
professional folkloric performers than the average ritual drummer. 
It seems that if women ever play bata drums in religious situations, and ever are 
able to use their musical knowledge to talk to the orishas, this change will have to come 
from within the religion itself. It will have to come out of religious necessity. Hagedorn 
notes that women have reportedly played in religious ceremonies in the US, perhaps 
because these individual women are the only ones who know how to do it. The other 
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possibility is that the demand could come from the mouths of the oris has themselves. If 
an orisha possesses a devotee and tells a congregation that women need to, or have to, 
drum in religious ceremonies, the community would have to obey the will of the orisha. 
Santeros' constant contact with the orishas results in a dynamic flow of communication 
that makes the religion flexible and adaptable. While it's ultimately in the best interests 
of the men to follow the will of the oris has, now, letting women drum in religious 
ceremonies is not in the male drummers' best interests, because it would potentially 
double the field of competition and challenge their reputation in the traditional 
drummers' hierarchy; to do so, male drummers would have to put their livelihoods on the 
line in a very competitive work environment. But if women are ever going to drum in a 
religious context in Cuba, and use the drums to speak to the orishas, ultimately, it would 
have to be in the own best interests of the men who control the drummers ' hierarchies to 
accommodate and/or encourage women to drum in religious situations; one of the only 
ways this could be possible would be if the oris has themselves demanded that the men 
drummers let women drum. For women to be on equal footing with men to play as 
religious specialists, trained in the art of communicating with the orishas, they would 
have to be integrated into this hierarchy as little girls, and learn like boys how to do what 
is spiritually efficacious. 
But for now, women have negotiated their own space outside of this hierarchy-a 
secular, professional space where they play on their own terms. The women of Obini 
Bata, icebreakers and trailblazers, work outside of this hierarchy-their reputation and 
competence, values and identity, are based on their prowess as professional secular 
performers. With their own group, on their own as independent artists, Obini Bata has 
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the tools and the power to make a living on their own terms on their own turf, the turf of 
secular, folkloric performances. They have challenged the values and identity of the 
traditional drummers' hierarchy from outside of the system; as women, they have 
creatively begun to dismantle the taboos that work against them 
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